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Two practical routing protocols
• Taming the Underlying Challenges of Reliable Multihop Routing 

in Sensor Networks. 
• Alec Woo, Terence Tong, David Culler --  Berkeley

• Collection Tree Protocol (CTP)
• Omprakash Gnawali, Rodrigo Fonseca, Kyle Jamieson, David Moss  

Philip Levis -- Stanford

• With a little help from
• RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
• Four-Bit Wireless Link Estimation. Rodrigo Fonseca, Omprakash 

Gnawali, Kyle Jamieson, Philip Levis
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Routing in the wireless domain
• A fundamental challenge for wireless networks (including WSNs)

• years of research efforts to develop a robust solution

• Challenges
• dynamics wireless channels 
• multiple optimization goals (reliability, delay, energy)
• mobile users
• limited memory (particularly on WSNs)
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Anatomy of a routing protocol
• Link estimation 

• identify good quality links

• Path cost metrics 
• determine the quality of a path

• State maintenance 
• achieving a consistent state across nodes
• minimizing overhead
• limited memory
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Link Estimators
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Empirical properties of wireless links

• Effective region - good link quality, short distances
• Transitional region - high variability in link quality, long distances

• these links may be essential for efficient routing solutions



Empirical properties of wireless links

• Link variability
• due to changes in the noise levels over time
• due to mobility
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(a) RR: 48.02% RNP: 1189.6
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(b) RR: 95.36% RNP: 1.0491

Figure 2: Aggregate of reception rate by minute for a bad and good quality links.
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Figure 1: Layout of the nodes.

However, our results are useful when mobile nodes estab-
lish a stationary position. In addition, we do not consider
packet losses introduced by multi-user interference (concur-
rent traffic, contention-based MAC). Nevertheless, our re-
sults are useful for three reasons. First, the amount of
traffic expected in most application in sensor networks is
small, which means either small contention, or in case of
highly synchronized events, nodes could be programmed to
prevent simultaneous transmissions. Second, our findings
apply directly when using contention free MAC protocols,
like pure TDMA or pseudo-TDMA schemes [22]. Finally,
they provide a tight upper bound as to what is achievable
when using contention-based MAC schemes. The analysis
of losses due to mobility and multi-user interference is part
of future work.

2. RELATED WORK
There is a large body of literature on temporal models

of radio propagation that have influenced this work. The
emphasis has been on the variability of signal strength in
proximity to a particular location [15]. Small scale fading

models based on Rayleigh and Rice distributions are used
for modeling localized time durations (a few microseconds)
and space locations (usually one meter) changes [15]. One
of the first models to study the effect of flat fading losses in
communication channels was a 2-state (first order) Markov
model due to Gilbert and Elliot [10]. This model predicted
the effect of flat fading and signal degradation. Wang et
al. [19] and Swarts et al. [17] showed that wireless lossy
channel could be represented by an discrete time markov
chains of different order (number of states).

Our work is complementary to previous work. The dif-
ferences between the classical models and our approach are
numerous and include different modeling objectives (recep-
tion rate of packets vs. signal strength), our radios have dif-
ferent features (e.g. communication range in meters instead
of km), we capture phenomena that is not addressed by the
classical channel models (asymmetry, correlations between
reception rate of links), we use different modeling techniques
(free of assumptions, non-parametric vs. parametric), and
we use unique evaluation techniques (evaluation of multi-
hop routing).

More recently there have been many empirical studies
with deployments in several environments using low-power
RF radios [9, 23, 20, 2, 24, 25, 4]. The majority of these
studies used the TR1000 [16] and CC1100 [5] low power RF
transceivers (used by the Mica 1 [13] and Mica 2 [7] motes
respectively). However, most of these studies concentrate
on analyzing the spatial characteristics of the radio channel
and do not analyze the temporal variability of link quality
over extended periods of time. Zhao et al. [23] performed
some temporal analysis using an array of nodes placed in
a straight line with two hour experiments. They demon-
strated heavy variability in packet reception rate for a wide
range of distances between a transmitter and receiver. Fur-
thermore, Cerpa et al. [2, 4] used heterogeneous hardware
platforms consisting of Mica 1 and Mica 2 motes in three
different environments to collect comprehensive data about
the dependency of reception rates over time with respect to a
variety of parameters. They showed that temporal variabil-
ity of the radio channel is not correlated with distance from

415

mobilitynoise variation
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Link Quality Estimation
• Identify good links
• ETX: Expected Transmission Count [Mobicom 2003]

TX

ReTX

ACK

A B

ETX(L) =
1

PRR(AB) ⇤ PRR(BA)
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ETX and EWMA

Beacons

ETX Estimate
(alpha = 0.8) 2.0
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WMEWMA Estimator
• Link quality is measured as the percent of packets that arrived 

undamaged on a link.
• Compute an average success rate over a time period, T, and 

smoothes with an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
• Average calculation

• Tuning parameters:
• Time window t and history size of the estimator ↵
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WMEWMA tracks the empirical trace fairly well 
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WMEWMA tracks the empirical trace fairly well 

Is this a good estimator?



WMEWMA Critique
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• Advantages:
• simple algorithm
• minimal memory usage

• Disadvantages
• it requires at least W packets before making a quality estimation



WMEWMA Critique
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• Advantages:
• simple algorithm
• minimal memory usage

• Disadvantages
• it requires at least W packets before making a quality estimation

Can we estimate link quality based on PHY 
measurements?
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Is RSSI indicative of PRR?

Transmit Power 
Level: 0 dBm

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
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Is RSSI indicative of PRR?

Transmit Power 
Level: 0 dBm

Distribution of 
RSSI for a link

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
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Is RSSI indicative of PRR?

Transmit Power 
Level: 0 dBm

Outliers

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
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Is RSSI indicative of PRR?

Transmit Power 
Level: 0 dBm

Narrow cliff => Difference in 
noise floor

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
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Noise floor at different nodes

Noise
(dBm) -98 -97 -96 -95 -94 -93 -92

# of 
Nodes 5 8 4 3 2 3 1

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
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Is LQI indicative of PRR?

Transmit Power 
Level: 0 dBm

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
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Is LQI indicative of PRR?

Transmit Power 
Level: 0 dBm

Large variation over time

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
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Is LQI indicative of PRR?

Transmit Power 
Level: 0 dBm

Single LQI could 
mean many things

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.
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 Average LQI

Transmit Power 
Level: 0 dBm

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.



Errors in using LQI as an indicator of PRR
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(a) PRRvs.AvgLQICurveFit atPower

Level 0 dBm

(b) Absolute LQI Error vs. Average

Window at Power Level 0 dBm

(c) PRR Error at Power Level 0 dBm

Figure 3. Average LQI and PRR have nice correlation. The absolute error in the estimate of average LQI

through averaging LQI over a window of packets is large even for large window sizes (window size is 60 for an

error of 10). An error in the average LQI estimate of 10 can result in an error of upto 0.5 in the PRR estimate.

changed RSSI over time. This suggests that if there is
a change in RSSI over time for a link then our esti-
mation of PRR may not be accurate. To illustrate this
point, we have shown the RSSI and PRR for a link (13
to 14) for two di↵erent transmission power levels in Fig-
ure 2. Note that when the link had an RSSI of -84 dBm
it had a PRR close to 1 but when the same link (at a
lower transmission power) had an RSSI of -92 dBm it
enters the ”grey” region and has a lower PRR (about
0.5). This suggests that a variation in RSSI can pos-
sibly change your PRR. This is what, we believe, has
happened with the outliers.

It is also interesting to note that the width of the
grey region is smaller than what Son et al [10] saw with
the older mote (mica2). We do not completely under-
stand why mica2 motes have wider transition region
and we leave this as an open issue.

Now, if we look at the plots for LQI, it has a very
high variance over time for a given link. At high trans-
mit power level (0 dBm), an LQI value of 85 could actu-
ally mean anything between 10% and 100% PRR. At
lower transmit power (-7 dBm), although only fewer
links are involved the variance of LQI in any link is
still high. However, if we look at the average LQI val-
ues marked by small circles in the middle of every hor-
izontal line, it follows a rather smooth curve suggest-
ing a better correlation with PRR. This suggests that
may be averaging LQI values over a window of packets
may better predict PRR than RSSI. To check this, we
first fitted a curve to the average LQI vs PRR as shown
in Figure 3(a). The curve fitting was done by first con-
verting LQI into a chip error rate between 0 and 1 fol-
lowed by calculating the corresponding bit error rate
(8 chips/bit) and then the PRR (40 bytes/packet). Al-
though the curve fits the data quite good there are still

a few outliers. Although we do not completely under-
stand what might cause them, we believe that environ-
mental changes and also interference from 802.11 net-
works might have been at work.

In an e↵ort to calcuate the optimal window size
(number of packets) over which to average the LQI val-
ues, we vary the window size and calculate the absoulte
di↵erence between the actual average LQI and the av-
erage computed over the window of packets. We plot
the maximum absolute error in average LQI for all the
window sizes in Figure 3(b). Clearly, LQI from a sin-
gle packet (window size of 1) can be o↵ by upto 50. To
be as close as 10 from the actual average LQI, we need
a window size of about 40. We then see how much er-
ror is possible in the estimate of PRR (calculated from
the fitted curve) for various absoulte errors in average
LQI. We plot the absolute error in average LQI vs max-
imum possible error in PRR estimate in Figure 3(c). An
error in average LQI estimate of just 10 can have an er-
ror of about 0.5 in the PRR estimate. This means even
when the window size is as large as 40 we can be o↵ by
0.5 in estimating the PRR of a link. However, when the
window size is about 120 we could see an error in the
average LQI estimate of about 5, which can have an er-
ror of only 0.1 in the estimate of PRR. Such large win-
dow sizes makes such an estimator slow to adapt to en-
vironmental changes.

Figure 4 shows the plot of RSSI measured by both
the nodes of a link for all the links. It is very symmet-
ric. There are very small variations in the RSSI mea-
sured by the two nodes which are attributed to chan-
nel variations. This suggests that newer radios have in-
significant or low hardware miscalibration issues.

Overall, we believe that the RSSI is a good candi-
date as an indicator of link quality if its value is above

RSSI is Under Appreciated. Kannan Srinivasan and Philip Levis.



Using PHY layer information
• PHY layer indicators are attractive => provide instant feedback
• Our current understanding:

• RSSI may be used to determine if a node is the connected region
• RSSI is not very useful in determining the quality in the transitional 

region
• LQI has poor correlation with PRR due to poor resolution (few bits)

• Research is ongoing on how to incorporate LQI and RSSI 
information into link estimators

18
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Can we integrate information from multiple 
layers?
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State of the Art Today
• Not all information used
• Coupled designs

• MLQI
• Physical layer (LQI)
• Coupled implementation

Network Layer

Link Layer

Ph
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l L
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LE
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Scope
• Identify the information different layers of the stack can provide
• Define a narrow interface between the layers and the link estimator
• Describe an accurate and efficient estimator implemented using the 

four bit interface
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Layers and Information
• Better estimator with information from different layers?

• Physical Layer - packet decoding quality
• Link Layer - packet acknowledgements
• Network Layer - relative importance of links

Network Layer
Link Layer

Ph
ys

ica
l L

ay
er

LE
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PHY Info Not Sufficient

Unacked
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PHY Info Not Sufficient

Unacked

PRR
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LQI
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PHY Info Not Sufficient

Unacked

PRR

LQI

PHY can measure the RSSI/LQI of received pkts
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Physical Layer
• Decoding Quality

• Agile
• Free
• Asymmetric (receive) quality
• Radio-specific

• Examples
• LQI, RSSI, SNR

Link Layer

Ph
ys

ica
l L

ay
er

LE

Network Layer
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Link Layer
• Outcome of unicast packet 

transmission
• Higher quality links

• Successful TX
• Successful ACK reception

• Example
• EAR [Mobicom 2006]
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Network Layer
• Is a link useful?
• Keep useful links in the table 

• Network layer decides 
• Geographic routing

• Geographically diverse links
• Collection

• Link to the parent
• Link on a good path

SRC

DST

A

Network Layer

Link Layer
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The Interfaces

LE
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The Interfaces

Link Layer
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The Interfaces

LE
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The Interfaces
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The Interfaces

LE
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Interface Details

PIN
Keep this link in the 

table
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Interface Details

PIN
Keep this link in the 

table

COMPARE
Is this a useful link?
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Interface Details

ACK
A packet transmission 

on this link was 
acknowledged

PIN
Keep this link in the 

table

COMPARE
Is this a useful link?
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Interface Details

WHITE
Packets on this 

channel experience 
few errors

ACK
A packet transmission 

on this link was 
acknowledged

PIN
Keep this link in the 

table

COMPARE
Is this a useful link?
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The 4-bit link estimator
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The 4-bit link estimator
• Combines information from data packets and beacons
• Uses feedback from the

• phy layer - white-list a link as having low prob. of decoding errors
• link layer - acknowledgments
• network - what links to estimate

• Hybrid estimator
• ETX for unicast packets:   window size / num of acked unicast pkts
• Beacon packets:     EWMA(window size/num of received beacons)
• Combined using:     EWMA
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Using ACK

Beacons

4B ETX 5.0 4.3

Received/Acked Packet Lost/Unacked Packet

1.5
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Using ACK

Beacons

4B ETX 5.0 4.3

1.0

3.6

ACK

3.1

1.25 6
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Received/Acked Packet Lost/Unacked Packet
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Neighbor Table 
Management
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Neighbor Table
• Maintain link estimation statistics and routing information of each 

neighbor
• Issue:

• Density can be high but memory is limited
• At high density, many links are poor or asymmetric

• Question:
• Can we use constant memory to maintain a set of good neighbors 

regardless of cell density?
• when table becomes full,

• should we add new neighbor?
• If so, evict which old neighbor?
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Management Algorithm: FREQUENCY
• When we hear a node, if 

• In table: increment a counter for this node
• Not in table

• Insert if table is not full
• down-sample if table is full

• down-sample scheme:

• If successful, insert only if some nodes can be evicted
• Eviction: (FREQUENCY)

• Decrement counter for each table entry
• Nodes with counter = 0 can be evicted

• Otherwise, all nodes stay in the table
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FREQUENCY is very effective
• utilize 50% to 70% of the table space to maintain a set of good 

neighbors
• Even for densities much greater than the table size

Good neighbor: nodes most useful for routing
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